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Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2571: Jade Face Swordsman! 

“B-Big Brother, you’re really too incredible! What on earth is this Windward Topple? Why is it so 

powerful?” Tang Yu raised a big thumbs up to Ye Yuan. 

Looking at the seemingly dead bodies all over the floor, Tang Yu had some lingering fear in his heart. 

The scene previously was really too deeply entrenched in the hearts of people. 

Ye Yuan scattered a handful of powder just like that and put down several hundred powerhouses. 

Even a powerhouse like Zhao Kun actually could not resist it either. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Windward Topple is a kind of powerful anesthetic. It won’t scatter when the 

wind blows and won’t become disorderly with a palm strike. But one will topple upon contact! Unless 

you prepare the antidote in advance, otherwise, it’s incurable under Limitless Sublime Heavenly 

Stratum!” 

When Tang Yu heard, he could not help being tongue-tied. 

This thing was also too freakish! 

“But you paralyzed them. How will this mess be cleaned up! If the Jadetrue Heavenly Sect knows, they 

will definitely destroy Eastward Country!” Tang Yu said with a frown. 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “I have my own ways.” 

As he said, Ye Yuan took out a small bottle again and waved it under the noses of Zhao Kun and co. 

Roughly an hour later, Zhao Kun slowly recovered, and his twitching also became sporadic. 

But, the occasional twitch still made people simmer with laughter. 

“P-Punk, you …?ugh?… dare to make a move against me …?ugh,?you’re dead for sure!” Zhao Kun 

threatened Ye Yuan as he twitched. 

Jadetrue Heavenly Sect’s disciples were rampant because their sect was strong. 

Just with Jun Tian dying, the Jadetrue Heavenly Sect was indifferent about it. 

But Zhao Kun dying was different! 

Zhao Kun was one of the inner-sect’s top ten disciples with a promising future. 

If he died in Eastward Country, Jadetrue Heavenly Sect would definitely send down its wrath. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “A captive, can you stop posturing to me or not??Oh,?forgot to tell you. What I 

let you smell earlier was called Seven-Seven Soul Recall. This poison, I believe that with Senior 

Apprentice Brother Zhao’s extensive knowledge and wide experiences, you should have heard of it 

before, right?” 
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Hearing this name, Zhao Kun could not resist twitching. 

This time, he was frightened into twitching. 

Seven-Seven Soul Recall was unbelievably vicious. 

Once the poison erupted, one would be forcibly tormented for seven by seven, 49 days, before they 

kicked the bucket. 

In these 49 days, each day would be more miserable than the last. Ordinary people could not endure 

until the tenth day at all and would commit suicide. 

And this poison was precisely another specialty poison of the number one Jade Sovereign Heaven, 

Zhong Jianchou! 

Of course, these poisons were all poisons before he became famous. 

After he broke through to Jade Sovereign Heaven, he no longer used these low-level poisons. 

However, using it to deal with him, Zhao Kun, was enough! 

“You … What do you want!” Zhao Kun said in fear. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “I don’t want anything. I’m just planning on going to Jadetrue Heavenly Sect 

together with you guys!” 

Zhao Kun’s pupils constricted and he said in surprise, “You want to go to Jadetrue Heavenly Sect?” 

Not just Zhao Kun, Tang Yu and the rest had surprised faces too. 

“Big Brother, what are you going to the Jadetrue Heavenly Sect for? Jadetrue Heavenly Sect 

discriminates against ascenders the most! If you go, wouldn’t it be walking right into a trap?” Tang Yu 

said in surprise. 

Ye Yuan said, “I naturally have my own reasons for going to Jadetrue Heavenly Sect. Brother, all good 

things must come to an end, let’s split up here!” 

Although he knew that Ye Yuan would leave sooner or later, when this day really came, Tang Yu still felt 

very reluctant. 

From having an arm chopped off by Ye Yuan, to becoming Ye Yuan’s hardcore follower now. 

His admiration toward Ye Yuan could no longer be described using words long ago. 

“Big Brother, I …” Tang Yu choked. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “No need to worry. Although the Jadetrue Heavenly Sect is averse to 

ascenders, they probably crave talents like a thirsty person craves for water too. Coupled with the 

strong recommendation of an inner-sect top ten disciple, I presume that entering the sect shouldn’t be 

hard. Isn’t that right, Senior Apprentice Brother Zhao?” 

Zhao Kun’s expression flickered indeterminately and even twitched from time to time. But in the end, he 

could only nod too. 



No choice, being under people’s roof, there was no choice but to lower one’s head! 

Furthermore, what Ye Yuan said was right, heavenly alchemists were very scarce in Jadetrue Heavenly 

Sect too. 

With Ye Yuan’s alchemy path strength, he could naturally gain a firm foothold after he went. 

Just like that, Ye Yuan reverse-detained Zhao Kun four people, and set off for Jadetrue Heavenly Sect 

As for Lin Lan, Ye Yuan had him stay in Eastward Country for the time being. 

He, an ascender, bringing a disciple into the sect, would be seriously conspicuous. 

Zhao Kun four people were depressed! 

They came to capture people. In the end, they became other people’s captives now! 

In Eastward Country, Ye Yuan rescued Second Prince and sentenced Eldest Prince to death. 

The struggle for the throne finally fell under ownership too. 

After settling everything, Ye Yuan detained the four people and headed to Jadetrue Heavenly Sect. 

… … 

Ye Yuan was going to Jadetrue Heavenly Sect firstly, in order to look for the Heavenspan Mountain’s 

secret. Secondly, he also wanted to find a way to save Mu Lingxue. 

This kind of major sect with a deep foundation had many miraculous means. 

Perhaps they had the method to condense the divine soul? 

Of course, going to Jadetrue Heavenly Sect had some risk too. 

If the sect was hostile towards ascenders, he also had the possibility of delivering himself into the tiger’s 

maws. 

However, with Zhao Kun this bargaining chip around, Ye Yuan felt that the likelihood was not high. 

Ye Yuan was confident that with his alchemy path strength, he would be able to gain a firm foothold in 

Jadetrue Heavenly Sect. 

As for Jun Tian this trouble, it was actually not considered troublesome at all. 

Just say that Jun Tian encountered a grade two true spirit in Inklight Forest and it would be done. 

An outer-sect deacon’s life and death, the sect definitely thought nothing of it. 

As for Ye Yuan, that was just a misunderstanding! 

Obtaining a transcendent heavenly alchemist and losing an insignificant outer-sect deacon. 

Weighing which was more important, he believed that the lords in the sect could gauge whether to 

advance or retreat. 



Going to Jadetrue Heavenly Sect this time, it needed several years of trekking, and passing through more 

than ten major countries midway. 

These countries were all under the Jadetrue Heavenly Sect’s rule. 

A month later, the party left Eastward Country’s borders and arrived in the Ancient Dawn Country’s 

borders. 

In front of them was a stretch of desolate land. 

“Ye Yuan, you used poison to control us. Aren’t you afraid of the sect’s elders discovering it?” Zhao Kun 

said in a solemn voice. 

He was arrogant at heart and haughty in manner. So how could he be willing to be controlled by Ye 

Yuan? 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “You’re also looking down on the number one Jade Sovereign Heaven’s poison 

arts too much! The reason why I chose the Seven-Seven Soul Recall poison is naturally that it isn’t easy 

to be figured out! As long as you all take my medicine on time, even if a grade three heavenly alchemist 

is here, they also won’t discover that you all are poisoned! This is unless Jadetrue Heavenly Sect’s Jade 

Sovereign Heaven powerhouses inspect you guys personally! Except, is there that possibility?” 

Zhao Kun’s expression changed, feeling despair in his heart. 

Thinking of how he had to live under Ye Yuan’s despotic power every day from now on, he was 

practically going insane! 

But what could going crazy do? 

Originally, he thought that he could make a big killing this time. 

Who would have expected that he actually buried himself alive in the end! 

Thinking up to here, his wrath knew no bounds and a foot kicked onto Cheng Chongshan’s body, kicking 

him flying. 

“It’s all you, this pig! If not for you, how could I be controlled by others!” Zhao Kun bellowed. 

Along the way, it was already not the first time that such a thing happened. 

Cheng Chongshan crawled up and said with a cold smile, “If I’m a pig, aren’t you one too? A dignified 

inner-sect’s disciple that ranked among the top ten actually got taken down by someone without even 

knowing it!” 

When Zhao Kun heard that, he said in a great rage, “F*cking hell, Your Father will kill you!” 

Suddenly, his figure stopped. 

Because he discovered that a white-robed swordsman was currently walking over with his hands behind 

his back! 

His gaze turned intent, and he cried out in surprise, “A-Ascender! A Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratum 

ascender! You … You’re Jade Face Swordsman, Luo Yunqing!” 
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Chapter 2572: Five Light Heavenly Region! 

“Jade Face Swordsman, Luo Yunqing?” Ye Yuan looked at the arrival with a frown, muttering to himself. 

This was his first time seeing an ascender apart from himself. 

The person in front of him did not hide his strength but displayed it openly. 

This imposing aura, he had clearly already broken through Greater Sublime Heavenly Stratum, and 

reached Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratum! 

Furthermore, this person walked over calmly, but was like a sharp sword, forcing people until they could 

not open their eyes. 

Strong! 

This was the first impression that Jade Face Swordsman gave Ye Yuan! 

A hint of solemness also flashed across Ye Yuan’s face. 

This person was too strong, he was unable to contend at all. 

Looking at the reactions of Zhao Kun and the rest, the arrival did not come with friendly intentions! 

Luo Yunqing walked over slowly, seemingly slow, but in reality fast, arriving in front of them in a few 

breaths. 

“Young man, come with me! True Yang Heavenly Domain isn’t suited for you!” Luo Yunqing looked at Ye 

Yuan and said coolly. 

Ye Yuan was taken aback. Clearly, he did not expect that this Luo Yunqing was actually here to solicit 

him. 

Zhao Kun had a shocked face as he said, “Jade Face Swordsman Luo Yunqing actually came personally to 

be the guide!” 

Ye Yuan was at a loss, completely not knowing what they were talking about. 

Although he had arrived at Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven for a number of years, it was only limited 

to the remote land of Eastward Country. So he did not understand many things. 

Such as this guide. 

Ye Yuan looked at Luo Yunqing and asked with a frown, “Guide?” 

Luo Yunqing seemed to be very patient, saying with a light smile, “Ascenders are scattered in all regions. 

However, in the vicinity of these Five Great Heavenly Regions, apart from Five Light Heavenly Region, 

the other four great heavenly regions are extremely averse to ascenders. In those regions, they will kill 

on sight! Therefore, Five Light Heavenly Region sent out many guides to enter deep into the four great 

heavenly regions, and guide ascenders into the Five Light Heavenly Region!” 

When Ye Yuan heard that, he suddenly came to a realization. 
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Five Light Heavenly Region resisted the four great heavenly regions with the power of one region. So 

they naturally needed a lot of fresh power. 

But ascenders were spread all over the various major heavenly regions. Apart from Five Light Heavenly 

Region, there were very few ascenders who could survive. 

Hence, that was why there was a need for guides! 

However, looking at the expressions of Zhao Kun and the rest, this Luo Yunqing had a rather high status 

among guides. 

Ye Yuan shook his head, “Sorry, I don’t have the plans of going to Five Light Heavenly Region for the time 

being!” 

Zhao Kun’s eyes because wide saucers, a look of astonishment on his face. 

That was Luo Yunqing! 

Luo Yunqing came to fetch him personally, how huge a face was this? This guy actually did not buy it! 

But Luo Yunqing was indifferent and said with a smile, “You can’t go to Jadetrue Heavenly Sect. Believe 

me, if you go to Jadetrue Heavenly Sect, you’ll die beyond a doubt!” 

Ye Yuan frowned and said, “I don’t believe that!” 

Luo Yunqing seemed to be very patient and said, “I know that your alchemy strength is head and 

shoulders above all others, but you don’t know Jadetrue Heavenly Sect’s upper echelons’ attitude 

toward ascenders!” 

Ye Yuan asked curiously,?“Oh??What attitude?” 

Luo Yunqing said, “The stronger you are, the more apprehensive Jadetrue Heavenly Sect will be toward 

you! Because Jadetrue Heavenly Sect’s founding ancestor, Yan Jadetrue, was severely wounded by my 

Five Light Heavenly Region’s major power, and he perished in the end! And Jadetrue Heavenly Sect’s 

supreme treasure, the Heavenspan Mountain, was also lost because of this. Therefore, Jadetrue 

Heavenly Sect is extremely antagonistic toward ascenders! If you go to Jadetrue Heavenly Sect, you’ll die 

without a doubt!” 

After Ye Yuan heard, his heart could not calm down for a long time. 

He did not expect that Yan Jadetrue actually died at the hands of Five Light Heavenly Region’s major 

power! 

If it was really as Luo Yunqing said, then he would really be walking right into a trap if he went to 

Jadetrue Heavenly Sect. 

Ye Yuan looked at Zhao Kun and said in a solemn voice, “Is what he said true?” 

Zhao Kun had a blank face as he said, “I … I don’t know!” 



Luo Yunqing smiled and said, “This matter, very few ordinary disciples know of it, only those old 

undyings know. But in Jadetrue Heavenly Sect, they are extremely antagonistic toward ascenders. This is 

an undeniable fact!” 

Ye Yuan drew a deep breath, appearing somewhat hesitant. 

Luo Yunqing continued, “Whether what I said is real or fake, you’ll naturally know in the future. But it’s 

clearly not worth it for you to go and take the risk now. You’re a clever man. So you know what and how 

you should choose.” 

Ye Yuan looked at Luo Yunqing and said, “You seem to understand me very well!” 

Luo Yunqing smiled and said, “I’ve already laid low in Eastward imperial city for close to ten years! If not 

for you suddenly wanting to go to Jadetrue Heavenly Sect, I wouldn’t have shown myself either. If I take 

action here, I believe that Jadetrue Heavenly Sect won’t vent their anger on Eastward Country too.” 

Ye Yuan was secretly shocked in his heart. He did not expect that he was actually being monitored for as 

long as ten years! 

But Luo Yunqing had indeed considered things for him very much already. 

He knew that he regarded the connections in Eastward Country very highly, so he deliberately chose to 

take action at the border between the two countries. 

With Luo Yunqing’s strength, wanting to forcibly take him away did not take any effort at all. 

But, this level of powerhouse actually laid low for him for ten years! 

Furthermore, he was persuading him patiently here. Clearly, he regarded him very highly! 

Luo Yunqing could be said to have treated him extremely politely already. 

If he was still not sensible, it could not quite be justified anymore. 

Ye Yuan made up his mind and said, “Alright, I’ll go with you!” 

Luo Yunqing smiled slightly and said, “Many thanks, Brother Ye, for your understanding!” 

Thud! 

Right at this time, Zhao Kun suddenly knelt down and sobbed, “L-Lord Luo, spare our lives!” 

Clearly, they dreaded this Luo Yunqing to the extreme. 

Luo Yunqing did not speak, several streaks of cold light flashed past and the four people were killed 

instantly! 

Ye Yuan’s pupils constricted. With his eyesight, he actually did not see how Luo Yunqing unleashed his 

sword! 

Strong! 

Really very strong! 



Four people dying, Luo Yunqing seemed to have done an insignificant thing and still smiled faintly as he 

said, “My sword is very easy to recognize. Jadetrue Heavenly Sect won’t vent their anger on Eastward 

Country! Now, what else do you want to ask?” 

Luo Yunqing killed people in order to let Jadetrue Heavenly Sect know that he did it. 

This way, Jadetrue Heavenly Sect’s spearhead would be pointed at him and not Eastward Country. 

The consideration that he showed for Ye Yuan was really very thoughtful. 

Ye Yuan was well aware that concerning Luo Yunqing valuing him highly, it was actually taking fancy on 

his ability to refine pills. 

Ascenders were unable to refine pills. So Five Light Heavenly Region’s heavenly alchemists must be 

surprisingly rare. 

Furthermore, being limited by affinity, the standards of the heavenly alchemists there were likely not 

very good as well. 

Therefore, that was why a top powerhouse like Luo Yunqing would put his ego aside and converse with 

him as a peer. 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “I want to know about Five Light Heavenly Region’s matters!” 

Luo Yunqing nodded slightly and started talking tirelessly. 

It turned out that this region where the Five Great Heavenly Regions was situated was just a corner of 

Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven. It was called Rainclear Continent. 

On Rainclear Continent, there were originally only four great heavenly regions. There was no Five Light 

Heavenly Region. 

Native forces had always kept a high-pressure attitude toward ascenders. 

Countless ascenders died under the hands of the native forces. 

The ascenders were naturally unwilling to resign themselves to death. 

Hence, they joined forces and resisted the native factions. 

Ascenders had limitless potential, once they gained a foothold, their strength was very powerful. 

But ascenders were too scattered and too few compared to native factions. 

No idea how long had passed, how many wars had been experienced, and how many ascenders had 

died, before they forcefully carved out a piece of heavenly region called Five Light Heavenly Region! 

Since then, Five Light Heavenly Region became one of the Five Great Heavenly Regions! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2573: Green Bull Town 

“I don’t know why you must go to Jadetrue Heavenly Sect, but if you go now, it’s no different from 

seeking death,” Luo Yunqing said coolly. 
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Although the Five Great Heavenly Regions had existed side by side for a long time, the friction between 

them had never stopped before. 

Especially the Five Light Heavenly Region and the other four great heavenly regions, they were 

practically incompatible like fire and water. 

Back then, Yan Jadetrue suddenly emerged, sweeping across True Yang Heavenly Domain. He led 

Jadetrue Heavenly Sect to become True Yang Heavenly Domain’s number one great sect. 

Later, Yan Jadetrue teamed up with the other three great heavenly regions to besiege Five Light 

Heavenly Region. 

That battle was fought until floating corpses spanned ten thousand miles! 

However, in that era, an even more monstrous genius emerged in the Five Light Heavenly Region, called 

Zhuo Bufan. 

He led the Five Light Heavenly Region and killed until heaven and earth dimmed, and the sun and moon 

were without light. 

Zhuo Bufan even overpowered Yan Jadetrue and the rest of the four great powerhouses with his power 

alone, and he severely injured his opponents. 

Since then, the Five Light Heavenly Region finally stabilized under the pincer attacks of the four great 

heavenly regions. 

Of course, after this matter, the Five Great Heavenly Regions suffered a great loss in vitality and entered 

the stage of recuperation and rest. 

After Ye Yuan heard, he finally had some understanding of the history of the Rainclear Continent. 

Presumably, the Heavenspan Mountain was seriously damaged after that battle, that was why Yan 

Jadetrue would nourish the Heavenspan Mountain with the Heavenspan World as fodder. 

It was just that what happened later, one had no knowledge of it. 

But no matter what, the Heavenspan World finally escaped this calamity! 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “Alright, this matter, consider it that I owe Senior Luo a favor. When I have a 

chance in the future, I’ll definitely repay it!” 

Luo Yunqing appearing at this time was equivalent to saving Ye Yuan’s life. 

This favor, Ye Yuan naturally had to repay it. 

After that battle, Jadetrue Heavenly Sect fell into decline, they naturally hated ascenders to the bones. 

Luo Yunqing smiled and said, “Getting Brother Ye’s promise, this Luo feels overwhelmed by an 

unexpected favor! My Five Light Heavenly Region is severely lacking in heavenly alchemists. With 

Brother Ye’s ability, you’ll definitely be a big shot in the future!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Senior Luo is too kind! Wonder what’s the situation in this Five Light Heavenly 

Region?” 



Mentioning this, a hint of melancholy flashed across the corners of Luo Yunqing’s eyebrows, and he said, 

“Actually, my Five Light Heavenly Region’s situation isn’t optimistic at present either! The Five Light 

Heavenly Region belongs to five great heavenly sects. Originally, under Lord Zhuo’s lead, the five great 

heavenly sects pooled their efforts and were of one mind, their strength astonishing! But after that 

battle, Lord Zhuo also disappeared, and the five great heavenly sects were without any leader. None 

could convince the others, each governing themselves. This Luo belongs to the western sect, Martial 

Secure Heavenly Sect, in charge of the True Yang Heavenly Domain!” 

Ye Yuan said, “In that case, after I enter Five Light Heavenly Region, I’ll be entering Martial Secure 

Heavenly Sect too?” 

Luo Yunqing smiled lightly and said, “After ordinary ascenders are led over, they don’t have the 

qualifications to join a heavenly sect. They must go through the heavenly sect’s test before they can 

become an outer-sect disciple. Even more so, most people can only enter subordinate countries. Of 

course, with Brother Ye’s means, these cumbersome procedures are naturally not necessary.” 

As he said, Luo Yunqing handed Ye Yuan a green-colored token and said, “My Martial Secure Heavenly 

Sect has blue, red, green, and purple, corresponding to four levels of protectors, with purple protectors 

having the highest status! This green-wing token represents the identity of a green-wing protector. 

When you hold this token, your status in Martial Secure Heavenly Sect will be second only to this Luo!” 

Ye Yuan took the token rather surprisedly, not expecting Luo Yunqing to actually give him such a high 

status all of a sudden. 

No need to think that he also knew that green-wing protectors definitely needed the strength of 

Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratum before it could be granted. 

But, he gave it to him, this Lesser Sublime Heavenly Stratum! 

Ye Yuan clasped his hands and said, “Many thanks, Senior Luo!” 

Luo Yunqing smiled lightly and said, “This Luo has laid low for ten years and knows much about Brother 

Ye. I know that this green-wing token might be low. But your current cultivation realm is low. It’s hard to 

convince the masses if given too high a status too. This Luo is really looking forward to Brother Ye 

amazing the world with a single brilliant feat in Martial Secure Heavenly Sect! Alright, it’s getting late. 

Let’s hurry to the borders first. There will be someone there to send you guys into Martial Secure 

Heavenly Sect.” 

Ye Yuan nodded slightly and followed Luo Yunqing and left. 

Before departure, the two quietly sneaked into Eastward Country and fetched Lin Lan away. 

… … 

Green Bull Town, a small town on the borders of True Yang Heavenly Domain and Five Light Heavenly 

Region. 

Ye Yuan three people trekked ten thousand miles and finally arrived here after half a year. 

Martial Secure Heavenly Sect had set up many guide points at the borders. Green Bull Town was one of 

them. 



Upon entering Green Bull Town, Luo Yunqing’s expression suddenly turned dark. 

Green Bull Town was already a wasteland. 

Inside the town, there were dead bodies everywhere with heavy casualties. 

“L-Lord Luo! You … You finally came back!” At this time, a middle-aged man came up to greet them, 

having a look of excitement when he saw Luo Yunqing. 

The middle-aged man was covered with wounds all over, looking very miserable. 

Luo Yunqing frowned and said, “Yao Qing, what’s going on?” 

Yao Qing complained tearfully, “I don’t know what’s going on either. Many of our guide points were 

exposed. Leng Dongyu brought a large number of experts and ransacked many of our guide points. We 

suffered heavy casualties! Just yesterday, a group of experts from Jadetrue Heavenly Sect suddenly 

attacked Green Bull Town. Lord Ding Shao died in battle. Of the several hundred ascenders in the town, 

the casualties are more than 70%! We … We can’t swallow this insult!” 

Luo Yunqing’s gaze gradually turned cold. 

Ye Yuan felt killing intent from his body! 

“Leng Dongyu,?huhu,?very good!” 

Luo Yunqing’s smile gave everyone a bone-piercing chill. 

He said to Yao Qing, “You gather the remnants of the defeated troops and withdraw to the heavenly 

sect first! Let me handle the matters here!” 

Yao Qing answered, “Yes!” 

Luo Yunqing turned to Ye Yuan again and said, “Brother Ye, I was originally planning on sending you back 

to the sect personally. Looking at it now, it seems like it’s impossible! Along the way, Yao Qing will escort 

you all back to the sect.” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “Senior Luo just go ahead. This Ye isn’t so hypocritical. I have some little 

gimmicks here; they don’t have much effect on Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratums, but they might 

have some effect at critical moments! Senior Luo’s trip will be dangerous, why don’t you bring it along.” 

Luo Yunqing was noncommittal toward this, but he could not brush Ye Yuan’s face aside. He took them 

and said, “Then it will be disrespectful for this Luo to decline! After this Luo returns to the sect, I’ll have 

a drink with you! I’m going!” 

His voice had yet to fade when his entire person already turned into a wisp of green smoke, 

disappearing. 

Hearing the two people’s conversation, Yao Qing was incredibly shocked in his heart. 

Lord Luo actually addressed a Lesser Sublime Heavenly Stratum as his brother! 

Just what origin was this boy? 



Yao Qing did not dare to be neglectful and said to Ye Yuan, “This little brother, this Yao will bring you to 

the resting area first. We’ll set off tomorrow morning.” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “I’ll have to trouble Brother Yao! Lin Lan, you follow Brother Yao and see if 

you can help with anything.” 

Lin Lan bowed and said, “Yes, Master!” 

Yao Qing was taken aback. Looking at Lin Lan strangely, he said in surprise, “You aren’t an ascender!” 

Lin Lan said, “This Lin is a grade two heavenly alchemist. Maybe I can be of some help.” 

The moment Yao Qing heard, he was even more surprised. 

An exalted grade two heavenly alchemist actually acknowledged an ascender as his master? 

His gaze when looking at Ye Yuan was full of doubts. 

Just what kind of person was this guy? 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2574: Brought Back to Life! 

During the entire night, Lin Lan became the busiest person in Green Bull Town. 

Of course, he also became the most respected person. 

A grade two heavenly alchemist treated these ascenders without any airs. 

These people went from having skepticism at the very beginning to being very respectful later on. 

“Master Lin, you’re really a miracle-working doctor! With just a few moves, most of my internal injuries 

have healed.” 

“Master Lin, without you, don’t know how many of us will have to die this time!” 

“Master Lin, you hurry up and help me look. I’ve already waited for a long time!” 

… … 

Seeing these looks that worshiped him, Lin Lan felt very content. 

He had once held overwhelming power and influence, being far removed from the masses and reality. 

He had once gotten lost in it. Only now did he understand that people only had fear towards him, and 

had no respect. 

But now, the ascenders here only had respect towards him and had no fear. 

This feeling of being needed by people was great! 

Furthermore, he increasingly felt that Ye Yuan was unfathomable. 

After obtaining Ye Yuan’s guidance, his medical skills and Alchemy Dao both advanced by leaps and 

bounds. 
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Only at this time did he understand that what he was playing with in the past, was simply child’s play! 

In the past, he felt that the road before his eyes was getting narrower and narrower. 

But now, he felt that it was a wide path ahead! 

“Squeezing for what? Squeezing for what? Where did this impudent brat come from, don’t you have any 

civic-mindedness? Keep squeezing, do you believe that Your Father will beat you up?” At the back, an 

impatient voice suddenly came over. 

“This brother, can you excuse me a bit?” 

Outside Lin Lan’s house, it was surrounded until not even water could seep through. Ye Yuan was unable 

to enter and could only notify the people in front. 

Duan Tao turned his head and saw Ye Yuan, and said with a frown, “Making a row for what, don’t you 

see that Master Lin is currently treating someone? Want to find him to treat, go queue up at the back!” 

Ye Yuan was speechless and said, “I’m not here for treatment. I’m here to find Lin Lan.” 

The moment Duan Tao heard, he was even more enraged and said, “Impudent! Is Master Lin’s name 

what you can call? Get lost to one side! If you disturb Master Lin, Your Father will tear you to shreds!” 

Duan Tao was the boss of this group of ascenders, his strength being the strongest, already reaching the 

grand completion of Lesser Sublime Heaven Realm. 

The order here was also maintained by him. 

Seeing that Ye Yuan actually wanted to enter without queuing, he was the first to be indignant. 

Ye Yuan was helpless. Furthermore, he did not want to disturb Lin Lan’s treatment either, so he went to 

one side to wait. 

Seeing that Ye Yuan was so obedient, Duan Tao smiled coldly and said, “Coward! Cutting the queue in 

front of your Big Brother Duan, really tired of living!” 

When the rest saw that Ye Yuan was like this, they all responded with a bout of snickering. 

Ye Yuan could not be bothered with him and found a place to stand. 

This angle could just nice see the scene of Lin Lan’s treatment through the crown. 

No idea how long had passed either, Lin Lan finally finished treating everyone before planning on going 

to find Ye Yuan. 

“Master Lin came out! Quickly make way!” Duan Tao hurriedly said. 

“Heh heh,?Master Lin’s methods have truly attained the acme of perfection, really a divine doctor! I 

represent Green Bull Town’s ascenders to express gratitude to Master Lin,” Duan Tao praised with 

admiration. 

His words came from the bottom of his heart. 



Many people were seriously injured and might have kicked the bucket if they did not receive timely 

treatment. 

Lin Lan smiled and said, “You’re welcome!” 

Duan Tao said, “Master Lin, Lord Yao said that he went to arrange the withdrawal matters, and will 

come and see you in a while!” 

Lin Lan nodded slightly but walked outside. 

As soon as he went out, he saw Ye Yuan. 

Duan Tao saw Ye Yuan too and said with a frown, “Brat, why are you still here? Since you’re not injured, 

go to Lord Yao there to help out, he needs people there! Quickly scram!” 

Finished speaking, he hurriedly explained to Lin Lan, “Master Lin, this boy wanted to jump in line just 

now, and was chased to one side by me …” 

Duan Tao was currently talking tirelessly, but Lin Lan arrived in front of Ye Yuan. 

He was just about to bow, but he heard Ye Yuan say, “Taiyuan acupoint’s technique was 30% too heavy, 

the divine essence of Tuigoing doesn’t have a stable enough aura, the quantity of Fragrance Stopping 

Grass is slightly over by five grams …” 

Ye Yuan said a whole bunch in one breath. At first, everyone was a little confused. 

But very soon, they discovered that what Ye Yuan said was precisely the method and dosage that Lin Lan 

treated the people with just now. 

After Duan Tao heard, he could not help snickering as he said, “Brat, who do you think you are, to 

actually dare teach Master Lin?” 

“A measly Lesser Sublime Heavenly Stratum is actually giving pointers to a grade two heavenly 

alchemist! Are you crazy?” 

“Master Lin, you go first. Let us take care of this fool.” 

… … 

Very soon, a series of snickering came from all around. 

A Lesser Sublime Heavenly Stratum was actually giving pointers to a grade two heavenly alchemist, this 

scene was really very comical. 

However, Ye Yuan ignored them and carried on talking on his own. 

Duan Tao got impatient and scolded, “Brat, Master Lin won’t haggle over it with you and you’re showing 

off? Are you done yet? Do you believe that Your Father will exterminate you right now?” 

Duan Tao rolled his sleeves up and was about to make a move against Ye Yuan. 

But at this time, Ye Yuan also just happened to finish talking. 

Lin Lan gave a bow and said, “Thank you, Master, for your guidance!” 



Ye Yuan nodded and said, “Diligence can make up for your weakness, but your talent is a bit poor. 

Fortunately, you came to realize the truth in time. Practice more and you will be able to comprehend it.” 

“Yes, Master!” Lin Lan bowed piously again. 

Everyone around was completely dumbfounded. 

Especially Duan Tao, he froze there very awkwardly. 

“M-Master?” 

“What did Master Lin call just now? D-Did I hear wrongly?” 

“What a joke! Master Lin actually acknowledged a Lesser Sublime Heavenly Stratum as his master!” 

“That’s right, it must be a joke!?Huhu,?Master Lin is joking with everyone.” 

… … 

The crowd burst into an uproar all at once. 

They were all waiting to watch Ye Yuan’s show. In the end, Lin Lan really bowed! 

Lin Lan appeared extremely respectful in front of Ye Yuan. 

Truly unbelievable! 

But right at this time, several figures suddenly appeared in everyone’s line of sight. 

The pupils of Duan Tao and the rest shrunk, looking at the arrivals with looks of amazement. 

“M-Ma Liang! Du Qian! A-Aren’t you guys dead? How … How did you come back to life again?” Duan Tao 

said in horror. 

Yao Qing led a few people and appeared. 

The crowd burst into an uproar again! 

Because the few people behind Yao Qing were all people who had already been confirmed dead! 

Furthermore, they were all thrown into the dead people pile. 

Now, they actually appeared in front of them perfectly well, how could this not be surprising? 

“How is this possible, you guys are actually not dead!” 

“Hang on, could it be that you all were refined into puppets by someone? Right, it must be so!” 

… … 

When Ma Liang heard this, he could not help saying in a great rage, “Jiang Yang you moron! You’re the 

one who’s refined into a puppet! F*cking hell! I was saved by Master Ye, and yet you actually cursed me 

to die!” 



Several people arrived in front of Ye Yuan, bowed to the ground, and said, “We thank Master Ye for your 

grace of saving our lives. This kindness will be engraved in our hearts.” 

Ye Yuan let Lin Lan come here and treat ascenders. So he naturally would not be idle himself. 

He went to those who were almost dead and could not be saved, and he forcefully saved four lives from 

among them! 

These four people were precisely Ma Liang four people! 

Yao Qing looked at Ye Yuan with a shocked face. When he saw these few people earlier, he got a big 

scare too. 

How were dead people alive again? 

But only after hearing Ma Liang and the rest did he understand that it turned out, they were actually 

brought back to life by Ye Yuan! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2575: Bullying People 

“This … This is a joke, right? You guys have already been confirmed dead at that time!” Duan Tao had a 

look of horror, full of disbelief. 

Especially Du Qian, he personally inspected him, and he was absolutely deader than dead. How could he 

possibly come back to life again? 

Du Qian sneered and said, “I thought that I was dead too, but I was saved by Master Ye! Your Father’s 

life will be Master Ye’s in the future!” 

Ma Liang also said, “That’s right! Your Father is someone who has died once. This life will be sold to 

Master Ye in the future!” 

The four people who were brought back to life made known their attitudes one after another. 

They all knew how severe their injuries were back then. 

That was right, it should be said that they were dead men! 

But Ye Yuan actually had the ability to revive the dead, forcefully dragging them back from King Yama’s 

hall. 

Duan Tao this bunch of people looked toward Ye Yuan with looks of amazement, being shocked 

speechless. 

They thought that Ye Yuan was an opportunist plus a coward. 

But they did not expect that he was actually a big shot! 

Master Lin that they worshiped was actually Ye Yuan’s disciple! 

If not for seeing with their own eyes, they would not believe it at all! 
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“It turns out that Brother Ye is actually a miracle-working doctor! No wonder Lord Luo personally guided 

you over! Brother Ye master and disciple helped our Green Bull Town out a great deal.” As Yao Qing 

said, he gave a bow to Ye Yuan. 

“What! Lord Yao, Lord Luo that you speak of, could it be … Jade Face Swordsman, Lord Luo Yunqing?” 

Duan Tao exclaimed in surprise. 

Yao Qing nodded and said, “Who else is there apart from him?” 

“It’s actually him!” 

“Lord Luo actually came to guide Master Ye personally!” 

“This is a great honor!” 

… … 

Usually, only some Greater Sublime Heavenly Stratums would be sent out to guide these ascenders. 

A very small number would send out Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratum powerhouses. 

But there were none who could make Luo Yunqing personally guide an ascendeder at all! 

But Ye Yuan could actually make Lord Luo Yunqing as a guide personally. This in itself indicated many 

problems! 

Some of these ascenders had already stayed in Green Bull Town for a long time and naturally knew of 

Luo Yunqing’s awe-inspiring reputation. 

This was a big shot who made even the entire Jadetrue Heavenly Sect extremely apprehensive! 

It was extremely hard for them to even see Luo Yunqing once; let alone talk about being guided 

personally. 

“This … This … This lowly one had eyes but failed to recognize Mount Tai. Master Ye, please punish!” 

Duan Tao’s forehead broke out in cold sweat and he said respectfully. 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “It’s not a big deal. No need to mind it. It’s getting late. Brother Yao, let’s set off.” 

Yao Qing nodded and took a flying boat out of the storage bracelet that he carried on him. 

The party rode the flying boat and whizzed away. 

… … 

The Martial Secure Heavenly Sect, being hidden among ten thousand mountains, had a majestic and 

grand atmosphere. 

This place gathered the spiritual energy of heaven and earth, and there were faint signs of dragons 

prancing for ten thousand miles. 

Everyone landed, and they were stunned by the scenery before their eyes. 



“My Martial Secure Heavenly Sect is one of Five Light Heavenly Region’s five great heavenly sects. It’s 

quite a lot stronger than Jadetrue Heavenly Sect too! However, wanting to stay in the sect, it will have to 

depend on your talents and strength,” Yao Qing said. 

“Heh,?Lord Yao, I, Duan Tao’s talent, is one in a million! It’s naturally not difficult to enter the heavenly 

sect!” Duan Tao said confidently. 

Yao Qing could not help laughing as he said, “It’s no use for you to boast here to me. Those capable of 

ascending to the 33 Heavens, which one isn’t of outstanding talent? But that’s also just in your world! 

The 33 Heavens isn’t as simple as you think! Just having good talent in small chiliocosms is useless!” 

Duan Tao still did not believe it and was secretly holding it in. 

The other ascenders naturally did not believe it either. 

For these people to be able to ascend from small chiliocosms or great trichiliocosms, they all advanced 

in the midst of slaughter and grew up in the midst of struggle. 

Each one was of the very best talent. 

How arrogant at heart and haughty in manner were these people? How could they believe that they 

were unable to pass a mere sect assessment? 

Yao Qing led everyone to a mountain peak in the front range and said to everyone, “The heavenly sect’s 

assessment is once every ten years! This incident happened suddenly, so we’re returning to the 

heavenly sect early. There’s still a year to the sect assessment. This period of time, you will be cultivating 

here. This place is where servants live. Although you all don’t need to do miscellaneous chores, you’ll 

still be subjected to the constraints of the heavenly sect! Of course, if there are those who can’t stand it, 

you can leave the heavenly sect and enter ordinary countries.” 

“Your Excellency, what’s there that can’t be endured? Isn’t it just one year, it will pass very quickly,” 

Duan Tao said indifferently. 

Yao Qing just smiled and did not talk. 

He turned to Ye Yuan and said, “Brother Ye, I’ve arranged a first-class residence for you, follow me.” 

Everyone naturally had no objections regarding this. 

Yao Qing arranged a courtyard for Ye Yuan and had him live with Lin Lan. 

Settling Ye Yuan down, Yao Qing returned to the sect. 

He had to report Green Bull Town’s matter to the sect. 

Luo Yunqing left in a hurry and did not have time to hand over many things. 

Ye Yuan was a stranger in a strange land in Martial Secure Heavenly Sect. It was naturally inconvenient 

to flash his identity as a protector too. 

Everything still had to wait for Luo Yunqing to return before talking. 



After all, a Lesser Sublime Heavenly Stratum taking on the post of the heavenly sect’s protector was 

seriously too outrageous. 

Ye Yuan was also not some young and inexperienced fledgling. He naturally would not think that the 

Martial Secure Heavenly Sect was an otherworldly paradise. 

In reality, the way Ye Yuan saw it, Five Light Heavenly Region’s living environment might be even crueler 

than True Yang Heavenly Domain. 

After all, ascenders were all people who were decisive in going for the kill, their personalities were quite 

different from native powerhouses. 

What he expected was right, the next day, something happened already. 

Duan Tao, Ma Liang, and the rest, all went to find Ye Yuan with bloody noses and swollen faces. 

One of Duan Tao’s legs was actually broken directly, even his bone was poking out. 

Looking at the few people, Ye Yuan said speechlessly, “The few of you can really cause trouble! Just one 

day and you guys already clashed with those servants?” 

Duan Tao grimaced in pain and said, “Master Ye, they … are bullying people too much!” 

Ma Liang also said, “Yeah! That Li Zhuo is unreasonable, he came to find us early this morning, and made 

us each hand over 30 pieces of heavenly crystals according to the number of people! One less piece, 

break one leg! For the few of us, our situation is slightly better and can still hand it over. But the 

majority of the people can’t take out so many heavenly crystals! Duan Tao was furious and had a quarrel 

with that Li Zhuo. In the end, it became like this!” 

Ye Yuan asked curiously, “Those servants shouldn’t have reached Greater Sublime Heavenly Stratum 

too, right? Duan Tao, you’re at the grand completion Greater Sublime Heaven Realm, and yet you’re 

actually not a match?” 

The moment Duan Tao heard, he wished to find a hole in the ground to burrow into. 

He only dared to take action because he saw that the other party had strength that was similar to his. 

But who knew that he did not even survive three moves and was crippled. 

Ma Liang said, “These servants are really very strong! Duan Tao’s strength is the strongest among us. But 

he was actually crippled in three moves! They even said that tomorrow is the deadline. If we can’t hand 

over the heavenly crystals, each person will have two legs broken!” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “For the Five Light Heavenly Region to be able to forcibly carve out a great 

heavenly region in the crevice of the four great heavenly regions, it’s naturally extremely strong! It looks 

like I also somewhat looked down on the Martial Secure Heavenly Sect! Lin Lan, fetch some heavenly 

crystals for them and let them make do with it a bit tomorrow.” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 
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“I couldn’t tell that you guys have some savings! If you had been so obedient earlier, wouldn’t you not 

need to suffer physical hardship anymore?” Li Zhuo weighed the heavenly crystals in his hand with a 

smug expression. 

Duan Tao and the rest had indignant looks as they said, “Li Zhuo, the heavenly crystals have already 

been given to you. Is it okay now?” 

Li Zhuo smiled and said, “Brat, broke your leg yesterday, and you’re already skipping and jumping about 

today? Looks like there’s someone capable among you guys!?Oh,?right, you all went to Little Cloud 

Courtyard yesterday, right?” 

Little Cloud Courtyard was Ye Yuan’s residence. 

The expressions of Duan Tao and the rest changed, and they said, “Li Zhuo, I advise that you’d better not 

have designs on him! Otherwise, you’ll die very horribly!” 

Li Zhuo laughed loudly when he heard that and said, “On Thousand Bird Peak, there is no one that I, Li 

Zhuo, can’t afford to provoke! Just the likes of you guys, these rookies who just ascended, you can also 

make me can’t afford to provoke? Even if his talent is pretty good, staying in Little Cloud Courtyard, he 

has to grovel for Your Father obediently too!” 

By the side, a lapdog said smugly, “You all probably don’t know, Big Brother Zhuo is the inner disciple’s, 

Lord Lu Zhanyuan’s, personal servant! It’s fine if you guys have never heard of Lord Lu Zhanyuan before. 

You’ll hear his name in the future! You just have to know that Lord Lu Zhanyuan is an existence ranked 

in the top three among inner disciples too!” 

The moment these words came out, the expressions of Duan Tao and the rest changed greatly. 

They could not imagine that a puny little servant actually had such a powerful background. 

Duan Tao they all knew that Yao Qing was an inner disciple. 

But Yao Qing’s ranking among inner disciples was not high. 

Ranked top three among inner disciples, that was absolutely a big shot! 

Even if they entered the heavenly sect in the future, they had to give Li Zhuo some face too! 

It was not bragging that he said there was no one he could not afford to provoke. 

Another lackey said, “Lord Lu Zhanyuan treats our Big Brother Zhuo very well! Not only does he impart 

him with cultivation methods and teach him martial techniques, but he’s also even very protective of his 

own people!” 

Li Zhuo had a smug look as he said, “So, you guys understand it? No matter how impressive you all were 

in the Lower Realms, you have to tuck your tails between your legs in this place and behave! Putting 

aside whether or not you all can enter the heavenly sect, even if you enter, you have to start as an outer 

sect disciple too! How great the disparity between an outer sect disciple and the inner sect’s top 

three,?huhu,?you all will understand in the future! Since you all came, then those chores from the sect 

will be done with you all then!” 



The faces of Duan Tao and the rest became black as the bottom of a pot. 

They finally understood what Yao Qing meant. 

Enduring a year in this kind of environment was not an easy thing! 

While talking, Li Zhuo already brought a group of people and headed to Little Cloud Courtyard. 

The faces of Duan Tao and the rest changed, hurriedly following. 

Bang! 

A lackey kicked open Little Cloud Courtyard’s gates and yelled, “The punk inside, get out!” 

While talking, a large group of people poured into Little Cloud Courtyard. 

But right at this time, a figure flashed, blocking their way. 

It was precisely Lin Lan! 

When everyone saw Lin Lan, they could not help turning pale with fright! 

No one expected that a Greater Sublime Heavenly Stratum powerhouse was actually staying in this Little 

Cloud Courtyard! 

A lackey said in horror, “You … You’re an aboriginal! An aboriginal actually appeared here!” 

“You all dared to barge into Little Cloud Courtyard and disturb Master, courting death!” Lin Lan said in a 

solemn voice. 

“M-Master?” Li Zhuo and the rest exchanged glances and could not help revealing looks of surprise. 

To be able to make a Greater Sublime Heavenly Stratum powerhouse call master, what kind of existence 

did that have to be? 

Could it be that an incredible big shot was staying in this Little Cloud Courtyard? 

But why would such an important person stay in Little Cloud Courtyard? 

“Lin Lan, those who barged into the courtyard, break their legs and throw them out!?Oh,?right, 

remember to loot the heavenly crystals on them.” At this time, a voice came from inside. 

Lin Lan bowed and said, “Yes, Master!” 

The moment Li Zhuo heard, he laughed loudly and said, “You dare to touch me? I’m Lord Lu Zhanyuan’s 

personal servant, if you dare touch a hair of mine, he definitely won’t let you off!” 

Lin Lan rolled his eyes at him and gave a word, “Idiot!” 

Bang! 

Bang! 

Bang! 



Miserable screams rose and ebbed, those who barged into the courtyard all had their legs broken by Lin 

Lan and thrown out. 

The miserable wails sounded continuously. 

Lin Lan was not courteous either, directly ransacking the heavenly crystals on them cleanly. 

Not only did he take back the one previously, he even robbed them clean. 

When Duan Tao and the rest saw it, they were completely stunned. 

Master Ye was really domineering! 

“Ouch,?my legs! You aboriginal, and also the one inside, you guys are dead for sure! Beating a dog, you 

still need to look at the owner! Lord Lu Zhanyuan won’t let you all off! Ouch, quickly carry me away!” 

“Pfft!”?When Duan Tao and the rest heard that, they all burst out laughing. 

This Li Zhuo was the best too, to actually compare himself to a dog. 

It seemed like he got used to being a dog! 

Li Zhuo was carried away by people while saying fierce words. 

Came in a threatening manner, but left with broken limbs. 

Only after seeing Li Zhuo and the rest leave did Duan Tao and the rest swarm in. 

“Master Ye, this matter is blown up! That Lu Zhanyuan is among the inner sect’s top three!” Duan Tao 

said. 

“Master Ye, it’s all our fault, causing such a huge problem for you! You rest assured. If that Lu Zhanyuan 

dares to come, he can step over my corpse!” Ma Liang patted his chest and said. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Alright, isn’t it just the inner sect’s number three? Look how it got you all 

worried! All go back. I have to cultivate.” 

Everyone exchanged glances, their faces speechless. 

Master Ye was also too reckless, right? 

That was the inner sect’s number three! 

“All go back! Isn’t it just the inner sect’s number three? You guys are also looking down on Master’s 

means too much! Forget about number three, even if the inner sect’s number one came, he won’t think 

anything of it too!” Lin Lan said nonchalantly. 

Duan Tao and the rest were speechless. This master and disciple two people were indeed cut from the 

same cloth! 

Being the inner sect’s number three, Lu Zhanyuan’s strength was at least an upper Greater Sublime 

Heaven powerhouse too! 

He might even be a grand completion Greater Sublime Heaven powerhouse! 



Even Lin Lan this Greater Sublime Heaven powerhouse was not enough to fill the crevices between his 

teeth too. 

This master and disciple two people actually did not take him seriously in the slightest! 

… … 

“My lord, you have to stand up for this lowly one!” Li Zhuo came to Lu Zhanyuan here and wept bitterly. 

Seeing Li Zhuo’s injuries, Lu Zhanyuan also frowned slightly. 

Li Zhuo’s legs were broken. Even if treatment was done, he could probably forget about recovering 

without spending half a year. 

The blow was dealt rather viciously. 

Li Zhuo this servant normally served him very well; he was still very satisfied with Li Zhuo’s service. 

Beating a dog, one also needed to look at the owner; there was this logic. 

It hit Li Zhuo’s body, but what it hit was him, this number three’s face! 

“Didn’t you say my, Lu Zhanyuan’s, name?” Lu Zhanyuan said with a frown. 

“Said it! It was fine when I didn’t say it. But when I said it, they were even invigorated! They even said 

that if Your Excellency went, they would still beat anyway!” Li Zhuo embellished the details. 

Sure enough, the moment Lu Zhanyuan heard, his brows furrowed even harder. 

“Huhu,?he hasn’t even entered the heavenly sect yet, and he’s domineering until like this! I want to see 

which god is staying in that Little Cloud Courtyard!” Lu Zhanyuan’s gaze turned chilly as he said in a cold 

voice. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2577: Break the Legs, Throw Out! 

“That’s the inner sect’s number three, Lu Zhanyuan! He … He really came!” 

“Heh,?beating a dog, one also needs to look at the owner! Little Cloud Courtyard beat Li Zhuo; it’s 

smacking Lu Zhanyuan’s face! How can he possibly swallow the insult silently?” 

“Little Cloud Courtyard’s master is very mysterious! With two tigers fighting, I wonder who will win and 

who will lose!” 

“What rubbish! Lu Zhanyuan is a grand completion Greater Sublime Heaven powerhouse! How can that 

guy who hasn’t even entered the sect yet possibly be his match?” 

… … 

A large group of people went up Thousand Bird Peak while howling, heading for Little Cloud Courtyard. 

This line-up caused a great sensation. 

Thousand Bird Peak’s people were virtually all here. 
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Everyone wanted to see just what kind of person this Little Cloud Courtyard’s master was! 

This guy was too mysterious! 

Lu Zhanyuan was dressed in blue-white alternating inner-sect attire, looking elegant and suave, classy 

and natural. 

This kind of person carried the halo of the main character. 

Wherever he went, he was the center of everyone’s attention. 

Just one look and you would be able to recognize him in the crowd. 

There were even some inner disciples who followed to watch the show. 

Duan Tao and the rest came to inquire, all having worried expressions on their faces. 

“I’ve already asked around. Lu Zhanyuan’s strength is extremely strong! Even though he is only at the 

grand completion Greater Sublime Heaven Realm, even if he encounters a powerhouse who just 

entered Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratum, he has the strength to fight too! His strength greatly 

surpasses his cultivation realm in itself!” Duan Tao said with a solemn face. 

Ma Liang’s expression flickered indeterminately and he said, “This … What to do about this? No matter 

how strong Master Ye is, it’s also impossible to be Lu Zhanyuan’s match!?Sigh,?it’s all our fault!” 

Du Qian gritted his teeth and said, “No way! We can’t let Lu Zhanyuan deal with Master Ye! Even if he 

wants to deal with him, he also has to step over our dead bodies!” 

Finished saying, his face revealed a hint of a decisive look. 

Li Zhuo was carried over by people, but he had an excited look, his eyes giving off light. 

How long had it been since he, Li Zhuo, had been beaten up by someone until like this? 

The person who beat him had to pay the price! 

“Come, men! Kick the door open for me!” Li Zhuo shouted. 

Bang! 

A lackey gave a kick and directly busted Little Cloud Courtyard’s door open. 

Li Zhuo said in a clear voice, “The people inside, listen up! The inner sect’s number three, Lord Lu 

Zhanyuan, has arrived in person. Why haven’t you all come out to greet in prostration?” 

No one acknowledged him! 

Lu Zhanyuan’s brows furrowed slightly, clearly very unhappy already. 

Li Zhuo already reported his name, but the people inside actually did not even let out a fart. Clearly, they 

thought nothing of him. 

Li Zhuo sneered in his heart. He understood his master too well. 

Little Cloud Courtyard’s master was so arrogant. So his master must already be greatly enraged. 



The more furious his master was, the more severe the consequences! 

“Impudent! You, a fellow who hasn’t even entered the sect yet, why haven’t you come out to kneel in 

prostration after seeing an inner disciple?” Li Zhuo said in a great rage. 

Behind Lu Zhanyuan, the people all drew a breath of cold air. 

This Little Cloud Courtyard’s master was really too domineering! 

That was Lu Zhanyuan, but he actually did not even acknowledge him! 

Sure enough, Lu Zhanyuan’s expression became grimmer and grimmer. 

Even with his back facing everyone, they still felt a massive aura. 

Being the inner sect’s number three did not come from boasting! 

“Heh,?your esteemed self really has such haughty airs! I, Lu Zhanyuan, came to this puny little Thousand 

Bird Peak, and you actually dare to not come out and greet! No matter who’s inside, come out now and 

kneel down and apologize. Then this matter will be considered over! Otherwise, if this Lu takes action, 

the severity will be hard to say!” 

Lu Zhanyuan suppressed his fury to his utmost, but everyone could feel his wrath at this time. 

At this time, a figure walked out of the side room, it was precisely Lin Lan. 

He said to Lu Zhanyuan coolly, “My master isn’t seeing guests, leave! He said that no matter who it is, as 

long as they step into the courtyard … break the legs and throw out!” 

These words were unbelievably domineering! 

But it also had to depend on who it was said to! 

The other party was the inner sect’s number three, Lu Zhanyuan! 

People looked at Lin Lan like looking at a mad man. 

An inner disciple shook his head and laughed in spite of himself as he said, “It’s over. Senior Apprentice 

Brother Lu is going to go utterly berserk! This courtyard’s master is really a lunatic, to even dare provoke 

Senior Apprentice Brother Lu too!” 

“Huhu,?he probably doesn’t know what kind of existence inner sect’s number three is! Postured too 

hard!” Another person shook his head and said with a sigh. 

At this time, Lu Zhanyuan was already beyond furious. 

Everyone felt that a volcano was about to erupt. 

“Huhu,?is that so? Then today, this Lu will barge into this Little Cloud Courtyard and take a look whether 

this place is a dragon’s lair or tiger’s den or not!” Lu Zhanyuan laughed from extreme fury. 

His foot also strode out and stepped into the courtyard. 

But at this time, several figures suddenly dashed out. 



“Senior Apprentice Brother Lu, if you want to step into the courtyard, step over our dead bodies!” The 

one talking was precisely Ma Liang. 

“Senior Apprentice Brother Lu, I beg you to raise your hand high in mercy. Don’t haggle over it with 

Master Ye!” Du Qian also said with a decisive look. 

No one expected that these few people actually dared to jump out at this time. 

“Get lost!” 

Lu Zhanyuan roared, the few people spurted a mouthful of fresh blood wildly and were directly sent 

flying out. 

The inner sect’s number three was utterly terrifying! 

He did not even make a move. Just based on a sound wave, he sent the grand completion Lesser 

Sublime Heaven Duan Tao flying! 

Lu Zhanyuan completely ignored the few people and stepped right into the courtyard. 

He looked at Lin Lan and said with a sneer, “This Lu entered now. I want to see just how you break my 

legs!” 

As he said, he took another step forward and closed in on Lin Lan. 

Everyone’s breathing became ragged. 

They were all anxious! 

Not that they were anxious about Lu Zhanyuan’s legs being broken but anxious whether or not he would 

dismantle Little Cloud Courtyard under his rage. 

How could breaking Lu Zhanyuan’s legs be possible? 

Lu Zhanyuan closed in on Lin Lan step by step. However, Lin Lan did not move a muscle all along, as if he 

did not have the intention to make a move. 

“Huhu,?still not making a move? If you still don’t make a move, this Lu will be attacking! Once this Lu 

takes action, it won’t be breaking legs so simple!” Lu Zhanyuan said with a cold laugh. 

His aura grew stronger and stronger, the terrifying pressure made the faces of everyone present change 

abruptly. 

But right at this time, Lu Zhanyuan’s footsteps stopped, his eyes becoming wide-saucers. 

That terrifying aura dissipated in an instant. 

Thud! 

Lu Zhanyuan fell in front of Lin Lan just like that, twitching non-stop. 

Twitching and twitching … 

Lu Zhanyuan’s eyes and mouth were askew, his entire person like having an epileptic seizure. 



It was exactly the same as Zhao Kun back then! 

Windward Topple! 

It was true that Lu Zhanyuan was strong, but he had not reached Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratum 

after all! 

As long as one did not reach Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratum, Windward Topple was an absolute kill! 

Outside the courtyard, everyone’s eyeballs popped out. 

Death-like silence! 

The powerful inner sect’s number three, Lu Zhanyuan, was actually spasming? 

Lin Lan looked at Lu Zhanyuan who fell to the ground and shook his head and said with a sigh, “Master 

said to break the legs and throw out. So it means breaking the legs and throwing out! Do you think that 

Master was joking with you?” 

Finished speaking, Lin Lan took action, directly breaking Lu Zhanyuan’s legs. 

Thud! 

He casually lifted, directly throwing Lu Zhanyuan out of Little Cloud Courtyard. 

Everyone shuddered all over as if this sound was knocking on their hearts. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2578: This Lesser Sublime Heaven Is a Little Impressive! 

“B-Broken?” 

“Broken!” 

“Really broken?” 

“Really broken!” 

… … 

Everyone swarmed over to watch Lu Zhanyuan’s grand display of invincible might. 

Who would have thought that the perpetrator had not been seen yet, and Lu Zhanyuan directly had his 

legs broken and thrown out? 

Until now, everyone still had not quite come back to their senses. 

Li Zhuo who was by the side was directly dumbfounded. 

He thought that Lu Zhanyuan could take revenge for him. Li Zhuo did not expect that he was so useless. 

Although he had his legs broken, Lu Zhanyuan was still twitching non-stop, looking very comical. 

An inner disciple who was experienced and knowledgeable cried out in surprise, “Windward Topple! 

This must be Windward Topple! I didn’t expect that the master of this courtyard actually had such a 
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fierce anesthetic! Furthermore, his method of poisoning is strange and unpredictable! Senior Apprentice 

Brother Lu really kicked an iron plate at this place!” 

Somebody asked, “Senior Apprentice Brother Xu, is this Windward Topple very powerful?” 

Senior Apprentice Brother Xu gave a cold laugh and said, “Powerful??Huhu!?Under Limitless Sublime 

Heavenly Stratum, there’s no cure! Even if it’s a Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratum, once inflicted with 

Windward Topple, their strength will fall greatly too! How can the level of anesthetic be explained with 

just powerful? However, this anesthetic is extremely difficult to extract. Even for ordinary grade two 

heavenly alchemists, it’s very hard to do it too! Didn’t expect that this Little Cloud Courtyard’s master 

actually has it! This person can’t be provoked!” 

Finished saying, Senior Apprentice Brother Xu gave the courtyard a glance rather warily, turned around, 

and left. 

The puny little Thousand Bird Peak became everyone’s focal point very quickly! 

This matter caused a great sensation in the inner-sect and outer-sect! 

A fellow who had not even entered the sect yet, his movements and traces being elusive and secretive, 

actually broke the legs of the inner sect’s top three, Lu Zhanyuan! 

Of course, Lu Zhanyuan became the laughing stock of the inner-sect too. 

Many inner disciples could not help coming to Little Cloud Courtyard, but no one dared to approach. 

Windward Topple was too formidable. They did not wish to go out spasming. 

But the more it was so, the more mysterious Little Cloud Courtyard seemed. 

Little Cloud Courtyard’s master had never gone out before. 

If there was anything, it was also his apprentice doing it on his behalf. 

When Yao Qing heard about this incident, he was incredibly shocked too. 

Lu Zhanyuan’s prowess, he was deeply aware of it. 

With his strength, he could not last past three moves under Lu Zhanyuan’s hands at all. 

But Lu Zhanyuan actually succumbed at Ye Yuan’s hands! 

People were all guessing that Little Cloud Courtyard’s master must be a grade two heavenly alchemist, 

or even a grade three heavenly alchemist! 

But only he knew that Ye Yuan was merely a Lesser Sublime Heaven, that was all! 

After this matter, no one dared to provoke Little Cloud Courtyard anymore, and no one dared to be 

disrespectful to Green Bull Town’s ascenders as well. 

Over the course of a year, there were ascenders being taken to Thousand Bird Peak one after another. 

On Thousand Bird Peak, it gradually became lively. 



After the one-year date was up, it was finally time for the heavenly sect’s assessment. 

On this day, there were many more pairs of eyes at the entrance of Little Cloud Courtyard. 

People all wanted to see just what kind of person this Little Cloud Courtyard’s owner was. 

Among them included Lu Zhanyuan! 

Lu Zhanyuan only recovered after lying on the bed for three months. 

In Five Light Heavenly Region, heavenly pills were extremely precious. 

In most cases of broken legs, it all relied on self-recovery. 

Even if Lu Zhanyuan was an inner disciple, he did not dare to consume this kind of healing heavenly pills 

easily too. 

“Out! Coming out!” 

Suddenly, there was a commotion in the crowd. 

Little Cloud Courtyard’s door opened! 

Everyone held their breaths, wanting to see clearly what kind of person was coming out! 

A young man in white robes walked out of Little Cloud Courtyard. 

Behind him even followed Lin Lan. 

“L-Lesser Sublime Heavenly Stratum?” 

“Little Cloud Courtyard’s master is actually just a Lesser Sublime Heavenly Stratum? Furthermore, it’s 

even just an upper Lesser Sublime Heaven?” 

“In this one year, the guy who caused a stir in the entire inner sect is actually just a Lesser Sublime 

Heavenly Stratum?” 

… … 

The crowd burst into an uproar all at once. 

No one expected that the master of Little Cloud Courtyard was actually just an unassuming Lesser 

Sublime Heavenly Stratum. 

Furthermore, looking at Ye Yuan’s appearance, he only broke through to upper Lesser Sublime Heaven 

not long ago. 

Lu Zhanyuan was even more stunned. Immediately, he gnashed his teeth in hatred and said, “I actually 

lost at the hands of a Lesser Sublime Heavenly Stratum? Deep humiliation! Unprecedented humiliation!” 

He had thought of countless possibilities and even wondered if Little Cloud Courtyard’s master was a 

Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratum expert or not! 

But they never expected that it was actually a Lesser Sublime Heavenly Stratum! 



Swoosh! 

Lu Zhanyuan turned into an afterimage and rushed over toward Ye Yuan. 

“Damn ant, to dare humiliate me, I’ll kill you today!” The roar instantly spread all over Thousand Bird 

Peak. 

But right at this time, Ye Yuan’s gaze looked over. 

Just this look and Lu Zhanyuan’s figure stopped abruptly! 

This look filled him with fear! 

That unbearable memory instantly welled up in his heart. 

His belly full of anger instantly turned into terror! 

Ye Yuan glanced at him curiously and asked Lin Lan, “Who is he?” 

With one sentence, everyone fell down. 

That sentence, “break the legs, throw them out”, was still being sung on every peak. 

This fellow actually did not know who he beat! 

Too aggravating! 

Lu Zhanyuan stood there, almost spewing out a mouthful of old blood. 

Lin Lan said, “A year ago, he trespassed into Little Cloud Courtyard and was brought down by Master 

with Windward Topple. This disciple broke his legs and threw him out.” 

Ye Yuan had a sudden realization and said,?“Oh,?it turns out it’s him. No wonder he’s so angry. Hey, if 

you’re not happy, you’re welcome to come to find me to take revenge at any time.” 

Arrogant! 

Overbearing! 

He completely thought nothing of the inner sect’s number three! 

This Lesser Sublime Heavenly Stratum was a little impressive! 

Everyone looked at Lu Zhanyuan sympathetically, wanting to see what he would do. 

Was it taking the risk of having his legs broken again to teach Ye Yuan a lesson, or withdrawing here? 

Lu Zhanyuan stood there, unable to leave nor stay, wishing to find a hole in the ground to burrow into. 

He really wanted to make a move! 

But reason told him that he could not make a move! 

If he broke his legs, it would take three months! 

Wouldn’t he end up as the entire Martial Secure Heavenly Sect’s laughingstock again? 



But, not making a move, he would similarly end up as a laughingstock! 

Awkward! 

“Not taking revenge anymore? Then I’m leaving!” Ye Yuan smiled and said. 

Finished speaking, he really brought Lin Lan and left just like that. 

“Looking at what? All get lost for me!” Lu Zhanyuan’s roar came from behind. 

Not walking very far, Ye Yuan ran into Yao Qing head-on. 

“Huhu,?Brother Ye, you’re really incredible! This one year, you were in closed-seclusion in Little Cloud 

Courtyard, oblivious to the outside world. But, this Martial Secure Heavenly Sect has your legends 

everywhere! Breaking the legs of the inner sect’s number three, Senior Apprentice Brother Lu. You’ve 

already done an astonishing thing before you even entered the heavenly sect! Lord Luo’s eyesight is 

really amazing!” Yao Qing said with a big laugh as soon as he met him. 

He had just finished speaking when he suddenly discovered that the surrounding atmosphere was not 

quite right. 

And Ye Yuan was also currently looking at him with a smile without saying a word. 

Yao Qing was taken aback. Suddenly, he saw Lu Zhanyuan in the distance and was immediately 

frightened out of his wits. 

He secretly thought to himself that things were not good. With this, he had offended Senior Apprentice 

Brother Lu badly! 

“Huhu,?Yao Qing, you’re very good! You are very good!” Lu Zhanyuan gritted his teeth and said one 

sentence, then flew away. 

Yao Qing looked at Ye Yuan with a bitter face and said, “Brother Ye, you’ve harmed me badly!” 

Ye Yuan had an innocent face as he said, “I didn’t do anything!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2579: Talent Testing! 

On Tianhui Peak, more than 2000 ascenders were gathered here. 

Want to talk about the number of ascenders in ten years, it was naturally much more than this. 

But among ascenders, there were scanty few who were able to hold on until the arrival of guides. 

Therefore, in the massive True Yang Heavenly Domain, only these 2000 over ascenders were gathered. 

On the grandstand halfway up the mountain, several old men were currently whispering to each other. 

“Brother Qin, Jingxuan that lass was forcefully snatched by you the last time! This time, if there are any 

good saplings, you can’t fight with me!” 

“Heh,?Old Man Wu, each entrance examination, there are only those few whose affinity meets the 

standard. Whether or not you can snatch depends on your ability! I can’t yield on this!” 
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“You! Good! You old thing, let’s not rest until we’re dead this time!” 

“Huhu?… Old Man Wu, comparing pill refining, you’re still a little lacking. Who asked you to not have our 

unique skill!” 

That Old Man Wu was angered until he billowed his beard and glared but was powerless to do anything. 

The two people talking, one was called Qin Shun, the other was called Wu Chengchao 

The two were both Martial Secure Heavenly Sect’s purple-wing protectors, their statuses even a level 

higher than Luo Yunqing’s. 

No reason other than because the two were grade three heavenly alchemists! 

In Five Light Heavenly Region, grade three heavenly alchemists were extremely scarce talents. 

Only in Martial Secure Heavenly Sect, this kind of major sect, could one see grade three heavenly 

alchemists! 

The statuses of these two could be seen at a glance. 

However, grade three heavenly alchemists were few, but there were even fewer heavenly alchemist 

talents! 

The innate condition of ascenders was seriously too weak. Those who could reach 30 point affinity this 

boundary, was even rarer. 

And 30 points was just the threshold to becoming a heavenly alchemist! 

Want to reach grade three heavenly alchemist, without 50 and above affinity, one could forget about it. 

The sect assessment ten years ago, a genius disciple whose affinity reached 59 appeared, called Wen 

Jingxuan. 

Her appearance naturally caused a fierce competition between these two people. 

For this, the two almost came to blows. 

But in the end, Wen Jingxuan still chose the aboriginal heavenly alchemist, Qin Shun. 

This Qin Shun was an aboriginal heavenly alchemist. 

Martial Secure Heavenly Sect naturally spent a lot of thought and price in order to poach him. 

At this time, a protector said loudly, “You all will pass through that array formation ahead one by one, 

the array formation will automatically discern your talent! There are nine aptitude qualifications, lower-

inferior is the lowest, upper-superior is the highest! If there’s anyone among you all whose aptitude is 

superior, then congratulations, the sect master will personally accept you as a disciple! Of course, this is 

virtually impossible! Those who are judged as upper-middle and above after passing through the array 

formation can all enter the next round! Or, if your affinity can reach 30 points, you can also enter under 

the Alchemist Hall. The rest, descend the mountain! Now, the entrance assessment begins!” 

To ascenders, there were scanty few whose affinity reached 30 points and above. 



But, it was also not absolute. 

In the Lower Realms, some people’s physiques were special, approaching pre-natal physiques. Their 

affinity would reach 30 or more too. 

And these people’s talent in comprehending Dao tend to similarly be outstanding too. 

Hence, ascender heavenly alchemists were often martial path powerhouses. 

Furthermore, every few years, some heaven-defying figures would also appear among these ascenders, 

their affinity very abnormal. 

Just like the Wen Jingxuan in the previous period, her affinity even reached a terrifying 59 points! 

Even many native heavenly alchemists were not as high as her too. 

This kind of person could be said to be the darling of heaven. 

And this sort of people often did not cultivate in the Lower Realms for a long time, virtually crushing all 

the way and ascending to the 33 Heavens. 

Of course, a monstrous genius like Wen Jingxuan was extremely rare! 

It was also precisely because of this that Qin Shun had always treated her as a treasure. 

One had to know, Qin Shun’s own affinity was also merely 56 points! 

“I’ll go first!” 

A burly man took the lead to step out of the ranks. 

This burly man held two axes in his hands and did not deliberately deploy, but the show in strength was 

extremely shocking. 

One look and it was clear that he was not to be trifled with. 

He arrived in front of the array formation and said with a chuckle, “Your Father’s two axes slaughtered 

until the Void God World’s sun and moon dimmed! Arriving at Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven, I’ll 

also kill gods if gods block, and kill Buddha if Buddha blocks! My aptitude has to be high-level no matter 

what, right?” 

The group of ascenders nodded their heads one after another. This burly man gave people a strong 

deterrent at a glance, he was definitely not to be trifled with. 

If his aptitude did not reach high-level, it would not be justified. 

But that protector gave an enigmatic smile. 

The burly man was also not long-winded, directly entering the array formation. 

The grand array lit up, emitting rays of light. 

Testing the aptitude was very fast, in just less than ten breaths of time, the big man was out. 

After coming up, he looked at the light screen in front of the grand array with a look of anticipation too. 



Very soon, a row of words appeared on the light screen. 

Dao physique: post-natal Dao physique. 

Aptitude: upper-inferior. 

Affinity: 17. 

Everyone was dumbfounded! 

“This … This is impossible! How can Your Father’s aptitude possibly be so bad? There must be something 

wrong with this array formation!” The burly man said with a look of disbelief. 

That protector said coolly, “Regardless whether you came from a great trichiliocosm or small chiliocosm, 

that place is a completely different level of plane from the 33 Heavens! Here, no matter how powerful 

you were before, it’s all useless! You might still not be able to differentiate the relative superiority or 

inferiority among yourselves yet. But once you enter the heavenly sect, the gap will soon be widened! 

Even if you’re not willing to admit it, it won’t do either! Alright, descend the mountain!” 

The burly man gritted his teeth and said, “Your Father isn’t convinced! There must be something wrong 

with this array formation!” 

The protector did not get angry. Clearly, he had encountered this kind of situation too often. 

He just smiled slightly and said, “Yun Qing, you go.” 

At this time, a young man dressed in outer-sect disciple attire floated down and arrived in front of the 

burly man. 

The protector said coolly, “He entered the heavenly sect ten years ago, his talent is only upper-middle. 

His current realm is also only middle Lesser Sublime Heaven! You’re a minor realm higher than him, if 

you can beat him, there’s no harm in accepting you into the sect too.” 

The burly man’s gaze turned sharp and he said with a chuckle, “This is what you said!” 

The protector nodded lightly and said, “I said it!” 

The burly man looked at Yun Qing, like a tiger looking at a baby. 

He chuckled and said, “This senior apprentice brother, if I hurt you anywhere, don’t blame me!” 

Yun Qing smiled slightly and said, “Feel free to make a move!” 

Whoosh! 

His voice had yet to fade and the ax already chopped out. 

That momentum felt like he was going to split the earth in half. 

The ascenders were all gloating over others’ misfortune, thinking to themselves that this protector was 

really funny. 

Which of them had not experienced many battles, how could they be leapfrogged in cultivation realm 

and be defeated? 



Clank! 

Yun Qing’s sword came out of its sheath and actually clashed head-on with that terrifying ax. 

What was even more frightening was that he actually caught it deftly! 

Everyone had stunned faces! 

So strong! 

The following battle made all of the ascenders’ jaws drop. 

When the burly man’s one move was defeated, he was completely suppressed by Yun Qing. 

Ten moves later, signs of defeat already appeared. 

With 13 moves and the axes were directly sent flying! 

The burly man lost! 

“How could this be? That Yun Qing is actually so strong!” 

“I’ve fought with that burly man before, he’s extremely strong! He actually only lasted 13 moves!” 

“Could it be that this is the difference in talent?” 

… … 

Each and every one of the ascenders was in disbelief. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2580: Whole Audience Bursting Into Laughter! 

"Now, is there still any problem? If there isn't, continue!" The protector said coolly. 

What problem could there still be? 

Already being leapfrogged by someone and defeated, having any more problems was making trouble 

out of nothing. 

In the crowd, Ye Yuan was slightly surprised too. 

That Yun Qing's strength was indeed ridiculously strong. 

If in the same realm, Ye Yuan had to expend some effort to win him too. 

Of course, Ye Yuan broke through to upper Lesser Sublime Heaven now. Beating him was as easy as 

blowing off dust. 

But he also saw through that the good and bad of this aptitude did not seem to have much to do with 

cultivation realm. 

Without objections, the testings at the back would go much smoother. 
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But with close to a hundred people went up in a row, only a scanty few five people passed the 

assessment. 

This ratio made everyone take a beating. 

The aptitude that the array formation tested, the vast majority was lower-middle, or upper-inferior. 

Even average was very few. 

"Cheng Qian, pre-natal grade three lightning spirit Dao physique, lower-superior aptitude, affinity 35 

points, pass!" Suddenly, the protector shouted. 

A superior aptitude suddenly appeared, the crowd burst into an uproar all at once. 

Even the protectors on the grandstand could not quite hold themselves back too. 

Pre-natal Dao physiques were different from post-natal Dao physiques. The cultivation speed was 

extremely fast and the comprehension of rules was also much stronger than post-natal. 

Finally, that Cheng Qian was taken in as a disciple by a purple-wing protector, directly becoming an inner 

disciple. 

This scene also aroused the envy of many ascenders. 

Later, more and more disciples passed. An upper-middle aptitude grade four pre-natal Dao physique 

even appeared among them, causing a bout of snatching. 

"Mu Yun, innate … grade five Five Elements Dao physique, aptitude … upper-superior! Affinity … 60 

points!" The protector looked at the light screen and could not help being in a daze. 

He also did not expect that such a heaven-defying disciple would actually appear! 

This time, no one from the protectors on the grandstand came out to snatch. 

Because they all knew that this Mu Yun no longer belonged to them! 

Mu Yun looked at the light screen, a little smugness could not help surfacing on his face. 

He swept across all the way in the Lower Realms, reaching Heavenly Stratum. 

Now, he still laughed proudly among heroes! 

The protector said, "Mu Yun! You come to my side! I'll send someone to report to the sect master about 

your aptitude!" 

"Yes!" Mu Yun answered and stood beside the protector, overlooking the ascenders below. 

At this time, he already soared to the sky with one bound! 

The people below were all ants! 

Those ascenders looked up to Mu Yun and actually somewhat felt ashamed of their unworthiness. 

"Next!" The protector said. 



"Let me try," Ye Yuan suddenly stepped out of the ranks and said. 

"It's him! Little Cloud Courtyard's master!" 

"I'm really curious, the guy who could devastate the inner sect's top three, wonder how his aptitude is!" 

"Being able to enter Little Cloud Courtyard, his status is extraordinary to begin with! Heard that he was 

personally guided by Lord Luo Yunqing! I guess that it's at least middle-superior aptitude too!" 

… … 

The moment Ye Yuan came out, it immediately caused a great sensation. 

Even the protectors felt rather baffled too. 

They rarely intervened in the competition between disciples. 

As long as there were no deaths, they normally would not care. 

So he did not know why Ye Yuan's appearance would cause such a big stir. 

Lu Zhanyuan suddenly came beside the protector and said, "Senior Apprentice Brother Mo, if he fails the 

assessment, I'll execute him!" 

Lu Zhanyuan was the personal disciple of a Jade Sovereign Heaven elder, so he was in the same 

generation as Protector Mo, and addressed each other and senior and junior apprentice brothers. 

Protector Mo looked at Lu Zhanyuan with some surprise. Seeing Lu Zhanyuan's murderous gaze, he 

understood something. 

He nodded and said, "Can!" 

These words did not shun away from those ascenders. 

Everyone heard it. 

Ye Yuan's two eyes narrowed, his gaze revealing a hint of coldness. 

The matter previously was just a dispute caused by personal feelings. 

Ye Yuan made Lin Lan take action and also showed mercy. 

But now, Lu Zhanyuan wanted to kill him so outrageously without any scruples. The nature was 

different. 

Lu Zhanyuan looked at Ye Yuan and said with a cold smile, "Punk, you'd best pray that your aptitude is 

enough! Otherwise, the humiliation that you gave me needs to be repaid with death!" 

Yao Qing's expression changed greatly when he heard that and said to Protector Mo with clasped hands, 

"Protector Mo, Ye Yuan was personally led over by Lord Luo!" 

Protector Mo's expression changed, but he shook his head immediately and said, "Senior Apprentice 

Brother Luo probably just did it conveniently. This can't be taken seriously! A mere Lesser Sublime 



Heavenly Stratum isn't sufficient to make him serious yet. Not entering the sect, Junior Apprentice 

Brother Lu isn't subjected to the sect's rules. He can naturally kill people!" 

"This …" Yao Qing was directly choked to death. 

Protector Mo looked at Ye Yuan and said indifferently, "If you don't want to die, just pray that your 

aptitude is sufficient then." 

Ye Yuan smiled slightly and said, "He wants to kill me, then if I kill him?" 

Protector Mo's gaze turned sharp and he could not help laughing as he said, "This joke isn't funny at all!" 

"He's not joking! I'm … not his match! However, this guy is too despicable, he used poison to deal with 

me, it's impossible to guard against!" Lu Zhanyuan's face turned red as he quibbled. 

Protector Mo was taken aback when he heard it, thinking to himself how strong a poison could a Lesser 

Sublime Heavenly Stratum use? 

Lu Zhanyuan said viciously, "Therefore, I specially went to invite Senior Apprentice Brother Han to do it 

on my behalf!" 

The Senior Apprentice Brother Han that Lu Zhanyuan spoke of was a red-wing protector, Lu Zhanyuan's 

fellow senior apprentice brother. 

Protector Mo became somewhat curious, just what peculiar aspects did this Ye Yuan have? 

"No matter what, wait until after he passes through the array formation before talking!" Protector Mo 

said. 

Ye Yuan nodded slightly and stepped into the array formation. 

After ten breaths, Ye Yuan walked out of the array formation. 

Very soon, the light screen displayed his aptitude. 

Then, the whole audience was deathly silent. 

Ye Yuan looked at the words on the light screen and could not help smiling bitterly. 

Sure enough, as he expected! 

Dao physique: none. 

Aptitude: lower-inferior. 

Affinity: four points. 

Dao physique, aptitude, affinity, everything was the worst out of all present. 

Not one of! 

Terrible until it made one's hair stand on end! 

The others, the worst was also middle-inferior. 



But he was lower-inferior aptitude! 

Actually, Ye Yuan was mentally prepared before. 

His background was seriously too lousy! 

Suddenly, bursts of laughter erupted from the crowd. 

Many people even tear up from laughing. 

"Pfft! Hahaha … I'm dying of laughter! I'm really dying of laughter! This guy is actually … is actually lousy 

to such an extent! I didn't expect that Senior Apprentice Brother Luo also has times when he makes an 

error of judgment!" Lu Zhanyuan immediately burst out laughing when he saw this sight. 

He laughed himself into fits, even tears came out. 

This aptitude was really the worst in history! 

He was still worried previously. Ye Yuan being able to be regarded highly by Luo Yunqing, he reckoned 

that his aptitude would be high. 

But now, it was not a problem of whether it met the standards or not, but a question of how ridiculous it 

was. 

"It's really killing me! I didn't expect that among ascenders, there's actually someone with such a poor 

aptitude!" 

"Hahaha … to think that I thought that he was an expert who kept to his own counsel, didn't expect that 

it's actually terrible until like this!" 

"This guy pretended to be mysterious. Actually, he's afraid of losing face, right? This talent is really 

incredible!" 

… … 

Even those ascenders who were eliminated also jeered at Ye Yuan endlessly. 

This kind of aptitude was not on the same level as them at all! 


